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C A N C E R  I M M U N O L O G Y

Acquisition of suppressive function by conventional  
T cells limits antitumor immunity upon Treg depletion
Sarah K. Whiteside1*, Francis M. Grant2, Giorgia Alvisi3, James Clarke4, Leqi Tang1,  
Charlotte J. Imianowski1, Baojie Zhang1, Alexander C. Evans1, Alexander J. Wesolowski1,  
Alberto G. Conti1, Jie Yang1, Sarah N. Lauder5, Mathew Clement5, Ian R. Humphreys5,  
James Dooley1, Oliver Burton1, Adrian Liston1, Marco Alloisio6,7, Emanuele Voulaz6,7,  
Jean Langhorne8, Klaus Okkenhaug1, Enrico Lugli3, Rahul Roychoudhuri1*

Regulatory T (Treg) cells contribute to immune homeostasis but suppress immune responses to cancer. Strategies 
to disrupt Treg cell–mediated cancer immunosuppression have been met with limited clinical success, but the un-
derlying mechanisms for treatment failure are poorly understood. By modeling Treg cell–targeted immunotherapy 
in mice, we find that CD4+ Foxp3− conventional T (Tconv) cells acquire suppressive function upon depletion of 
Foxp3+ Treg cells, limiting therapeutic efficacy. Foxp3− Tconv cells within tumors adopt a Treg cell–like transcriptional 
profile upon ablation of Treg cells and acquire the ability to suppress T cell activation and proliferation ex vivo. Sup-
pressive activity is enriched among CD4+ Tconv cells marked by expression of C- C motif receptor 8 (CCR8), which are 
found in mouse and human tumors. Upon Treg cell depletion, CCR8+ Tconv cells undergo systemic and intratumoral 
activation and expansion, and mediate IL- 10–dependent suppression of antitumor immunity. Consequently, con-
ditional deletion of Il10 within T cells augments antitumor immunity upon Treg cell depletion in mice, and antibody 
blockade of IL- 10 signaling synergizes with Treg cell depletion to overcome treatment resistance. These findings 
reveal a secondary layer of immunosuppression by Tconv cells released upon therapeutic Treg cell depletion and 
suggest that broader consideration of suppressive function within the T cell lineage is required for development 
of effective Treg cell–targeted therapies.

INTRODUCTION
Immune checkpoint blockade therapies targeting the inhibitory re-
ceptors PD- 1 and CTLA- 4 on Tconv cells have revolutionized the treat-
ment of advanced cancer (1–5). However, only a minority of patients 
with a subset of cancers respond to existing therapies (6–8), necessi-
tating development of mechanistically distinct modes of immuno-
therapy. Regulatory T (Treg) cells play a critical role in suppressing 
antitumor immunity (9–14). High relative ratios of Treg cells to CD4+ 
or CD8+ conventional T (Tconv) cells within tumors are associated 
with poor prognoses in patients with a variety of cancers, including 
ovarian cancer (15, 16), breast cancer (17), non–small cell lung carci-
noma (18), hepatocellular carcinoma (19), renal cell carcinoma (20), 
pancreatic cancer (21), gastric cancer (22), cervical cancer (23), intra-
hepatic cholangiocarcinoma (24), and colorectal carcinoma (25). 
Foxp3+ Treg cells also contribute to immunotherapy resistance, in-
cluding to immune checkpoint inhibitor therapy (18, 26–28). There is 
intense medical interest in therapeutically depleting Treg cells or mod-
ulating their immunosuppressive function in cancer patients.

Despite abundant experimental evidence of the immunosup-
pressive role of Treg cells in cancer, Treg cell–targeted therapies have 

had limited success in the clinic. Agents developed for depletion of 
Treg cells in humans have included daclizumab (Zenapax), a mono-
clonal antibody against CD25, which is expressed highly on the sur-
face of most Treg cells, denikeukin difitox (Ontak), an interleukin- 2 
(IL- 2):diphtheria toxin (DTx) fusion protein that targets Treg cells 
through their ability to bind IL- 2, and mogamulizumab, a depleting 
monoclonal antibody against CCR4, which is expressed by high fre-
quencies of tumor- infiltrating Treg cells (29). Daclizumab therapy 
failed to enhance the efficacy of a dendritic cell vaccine in patients 
with metastatic melanoma (30) and only modestly increased im-
mune response parameters in patients with glioblastoma (31) and 
breast cancer (32), whereas denikeukin difitox treatment failed to 
induce clinical responses in patients with metastatic melanoma (33). 
Mogamulizumab therapy lacked antitumor efficacy in patients with 
advanced cancer (34), likely attributable to concomitant depletion of 
activated CD4+ and CD8+ Tconv cells expressing CCR4 (35). Lack of 
robust clinical efficacy in many cases indicates a need to discern the 
basis for treatment failure of Treg cell–targeted therapies.

Here, we sought to better understand mechanisms of treatment 
failure of Treg cell–targeting cancer immunotherapies. We systemati-
cally evaluated the consequence of experimental Treg cell ablation on 
Tconv cells within tumors. Whereas CD4+ and CD8+ Tconv cells were 
markedly transcriptionally distinct from Treg cells under steady- state 
conditions, Treg cell ablation caused Tconv cells to adopt a Treg cell–
like transcriptional profile, up- regulating expression of molecules 
associated with Treg cell–suppressive function. Consistent with ac-
quisition of a Treg cell–like transcriptional profile, Foxp3− Tconv cells 
from Treg cell–depleted animals acquired the ability to suppress Tconv 
cell activation and proliferation in vitro, attributable to a subset of 
Tconv cells marked by expression of CCR8. This subset of suppressive 
Tconv cells was enriched in both murine and human tumors, and its 
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suppressive function was dependent on IL- 10. Consequently, con-
ditional deletion of Il10 specifically within T cells and blockade of 
IL- 10 receptor (IL- 10R) signaling during Treg cell–depleting immu-
notherapy reduced treatment resistance and resulted in enhanced 
tumor clearance. These findings indicate that compensatory sup-
pression by Tconv cells limits efficacy of Treg cell–targeted therapeutic 
depletion and suggest that broader consideration of suppressive ac-
tivity within the T cell lineage is required for development of more 
effective therapies.

RESULTS
Treg cell depletion causes Tconv cells to adopt a Treg cell–like 
transcriptional profile
Treg cell depletion has had limited success in cancer patients with 
advanced disease. To better understand the mechanisms underlying 
treatment failure in the context of therapeutic Treg cell ablation, we 
used Foxp3EGFP- DTR mice, which express human diphtheria toxin re-
ceptor (DTR) and enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) under 
the transcriptional control of the endogenous Foxp3 gene. Adminis-
tration of DTx to Foxp3EGFP- DTR mice enables selective depletion of 
Foxp3+ Treg cells (36). We subcutaneously implanted syngeneic B16-
 F10 melanoma cells into Foxp3EGFP- DTR mice and ablated Treg cells 
through administration of DTx. Early Treg cell ablation (before tu-
mors were palpable) resulted in incomplete rejection of primary 
tumors, whereas Treg cell depletion in mice with established tumors 
had little discernible effect on tumor growth (Fig. 1A), despite near- 
complete ablation of Foxp3- expressing Treg cells within the systemic 
and intratumoral compartments of DTx- treated mice (Fig. 1B).

To understand mechanisms of treatment resistance, we examined 
the consequence of Treg cell depletion on the transcriptional profiles 
of CD4+ and CD8+ Tconv cells within tumors. Although intratumoral 
Foxp3EGFP− CD4+ and CD8+ Tconv cells were markedly transcription-
ally distinct from Foxp3EGFP+ Treg cells under steady- state conditions, 
Treg cell depletion caused Foxp3EGFP− Tconv cells to adopt a Treg cell–
like transcriptional profile. We noted that a large proportion of genes 
specifically enriched within tumor- associated Treg cells compared 
with CD4+ Tconv cells [|fold change (FC)|]  >  4, q  <  0.05) under 
steady- state conditions were induced at high levels within CD4+ or 
CD8+ Tconv cells upon Treg cell ablation (Fig. 1, C and D, and data file 
S1). Clusters A and B comprised intratumoral Treg cell–associated 
genes up- regulated in both CD4+ and CD8+ Tconv cells upon Treg cell 
depletion; cluster C contained intratumoral Treg cell–associated genes 
whose expression was up- regulated exclusively in CD8+ Tconv cells; 
cluster D included intratumoral Treg cell–associated genes whose ex-
pression was up- regulated exclusively in CD4+ Tconv cells; cluster E 
comprised a limited set of Treg cell–specific transcripts that were not 
expressed at high relative levels in CD4+ or CD8+ Tconv cells even 
upon Treg depletion, including Foxp3, Lrrc32, Ikzf2, Runx2, and Ctla4. 
Similarly, a substantial fraction of transcripts highly expressed within 
intratumoral Tconv cells compared with Treg cells were down- regulated 
within Tconv cells upon Treg cell ablation (fig. S1 and data file S2). 
Consistent with these observations, hierarchical clustering analysis 
of Pearson distances between global transcriptional profiles of sam-
ples revealed that intratumoral CD4+ and CD8+ Tconv cells from Treg 
cell–depleted animals clustered more strongly with Treg cells than 
Tconv cells from Treg cell–sufficient animals (Fig. 1E). Moreover, dif-
ferences in gene expression between CD4+ Tconv cells in the absence 
versus presence of Treg cells were positively correlated with differences 

in gene expression between intratumoral Treg cells and CD4+ Tconv 
cells from Treg cell–sufficient animals (Fig. 1F). Collectively, these re-
sults show that intratumoral Tconv cells adopt a Treg cell–like tran-
scriptional profile upon experimental ablation of Treg cells in vivo.

Ablation of Treg cells promotes the induction of Tconv cell– 
mediated suppression
Treg cells suppress the proliferation of naïve Tconv cells when cocul-
tured in  vitro (37–39). Given their acquisition of a Treg cell–like 
transcriptional profile, we asked whether Tconv cells develop sup-
pressive function upon depletion of Treg cells. To test this, we puri-
fied Foxp3EGFP− CD4+ Tconv cells or Foxp3EGFP+ CD4+ Treg cells by 
fluorescence- activated cell sorting (FACS) from B16- F10 tumor–
bearing Foxp3EGFP- DTR mice and incubated them with congenically 
distinct naïve CD4+ Tconv cells in vitro (Fig. 2A and fig. S2). Strik-
ingly, CD4+ Tconv cells from the tumors of mice whose Treg cells had 
been ablated by administration of DTx profoundly suppressed the 
proliferation of naïve CD4+ responder T (Tresp) cells compared with 
CD4+ Tconv cells from tumors of animals with intact Treg cell popula-
tions (Fig. 2, B and C). The level of suppression was only marginally 
less than the level of suppressive activity of a similar number of in-
tratumoral Foxp3+ Treg cells. We observed lower levels of suppres-
sive activity among splenic Tconv cells (fig. S3, A and B), suggesting 
that suppressive function was enriched in the tumor. In addition to 
suppressing T cell proliferation, Tconv cells from tumors of Treg cell–
depleted animals suppressed stimulation- driven induction of the 
activation marker CD44 on responder T cells in contrast to Tconv 
cells from tumors of non–Treg cell–depleted animals (Fig. 2, D and 
E). Tconv cells from Treg cell–depleted animals expressed similar lev-
els of the coinhibitory molecules TIGIT, TIM- 3, and GITR to intra-
tumoral Treg cells (Fig. 2, F and G). They also expressed higher levels 
of CTLA- 4 and ICOS compared with CD4+ Tconv cells from tumors 
with intact Treg cell populations. Acquisition of suppressive function 
by Tconv cells was not an artifact of DTx treatment, because admin-
istration of DTx to Foxp3EGFP- DTR and control Foxp3EGFP mice re-
sulted in induction of potent suppressive activity only among CD4+ 
Tconv cells from Foxp3EGFP- DTR animals, whose Treg cells are sensitive 
to DTx treatment (fig. S3, C and D). Thus, upon Treg cell depletion, 
CD4+ Tconv cells within tumors acquire transcriptional and func-
tional characteristics of Treg cells.

Treg cell depletion results in activation and expansion of 
CCR8+ Tconv cells
To understand whether changes in the transcriptional and function-
al properties of bulk populations of Tconv cells in the absence of Treg 
cells were driven by specific subpopulations, we performed single- 
cell RNA sequencing (scRNA- Seq) of bulk T cell populations sorted 
by FACS from B16- F10 melanoma tumors of DTx-  and phosphate- 
buffered saline (PBS)–treated Foxp3EGFP- DTR animals at day 16 after 
tumor implantation. Single- cell gene expression data were clustered 
using Seurat, and global transcriptional differences between cells 
were visualized in two- dimensional space using Uniform Manifold 
Approximation and Projection (UMAP). k- means clustering re-
vealed the presence of eight transcriptionally distinct clusters of cells 
(Fig. 3A). Clusters 2 and 3 were enriched in control samples, whereas 
clusters 0, 1, 5, and 7 were enriched among T cells from tumors of 
Treg cell–depleted animals (Fig.  3, B and C). Enrichment analysis 
was used to determine which cell cluster was most responsible for 
the induction of Treg cell–like gene expression within bulk RNA- Seq 
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Fig.  1. Treg cell ablation causes Tconv cells to acquire transcriptional features of Treg cells. (A) tumor growth of B16- F10 tumors subcutaneously implanted into 
Foxp3egFP- DtR mice. gray shading indicates time period over which PBS or Dtx was administered (days 7 to 13 after implantation, early disease; days 10 to 16 after implan-
tation, established). Dashed lines indicate individual mice. Solid line indicates average tumor area over time. Data are representative of three individually repeated ex-
periments. n > 5. **P < 0.01, two- tailed mann- Whitney U test. (B) Representative frequency of Foxp3+ treg cells among total cD4+ t cells within spleens (top) or tumors 
(bottom) of Foxp3egFP- DtR mice with established tumors, administered with PBS or Dtx. (C) heatmap showing the relative expression of intratumoral treg cell–expressed 
transcripts (genes up- regulated in intratumoral treg cells compared with cD4+ tconv cells; (q < 0.05; Fc > 4) in the indicated t cell populations isolated on day 18 after im-
plantation of B16- F10 tumors in Foxp3egFP- DtR animals and administration of PBS or Dtx. colors indicate expression normalized to row maxima. X- axis hierarchical cluster-
ing of intratumoral treg cell–expressed transcripts identifies five clusters of genes with distinct expression patterns. gray bars to the right of the heatmap indicate 
expression greater than a third of the expression of given transcripts in intratumoral treg cells. (D) average expression of genes within the five clusters identified in each t 
cell subset. (E) heatmap showing pairwise Pearson distances between the global gene expression profiles of the indicated t cell subsets from B16- F10 tumor–bearing 
Foxp3egFP- DtR animals administered PBS or Dtx. (F) Scatterplot comparing the global differences in gene expression between intratumoral treg cells and tconv cells with 
transcriptional differences between cD4+ tconv cells isolated from Dtx versus PBS- treated animals. a highly significant correlation is observed, indicating transcriptional 
convergence of intratumoral treg cells with tconv cells in the absence of treg cells. Data are from two to four biological replicates isolated on independent days (c to F).
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Fig.  2. Treg cell depletion causes CD4+ Tconv cells to acquire suppressive function. (A) experimental schema. B16- F10 cells were subcutaneously implanted into 
Foxp3egFP- DtR cD45.2+ mice and administered with PBS or Dtx on days 7, 9, 11, and 13. cells were harvested from tumors 16 days after implantation and used in suppres-
sion assays. (B and C) in vitro  suppression assay. Proliferation of naïve cD45.1+ cD4+  tresp cells cultured for 4 days at a 4:1 ratio with indicated suppressor cell populations 
[Foxp3egFP− tconv cells from tumors of treg cell –replete (PBS) or treg- depleted (Dtx) mice or gFP+ treg cells from tumors of treg cell–replete mice]. Representative histograms 
and replicate measurements of proliferation dye dilution 4 days after stimulation, gated on cD45.1+ tresp cells, are shown. tresp cell proliferation in the absence of a sup-
pressor cell population was used as a control. Suppressor cells were cocultured with tresp cells at a ratio of 1:4, with 2.5 × 104 suppressor cD4+ treg or tconv cells cocultured 
with 1 × 105 tresp cells in the presence of 5.0 × 104 aPcs. Data are representative of more than four independently repeated experiments, n > 5 per group; ordinary one- way 
anoVa, tukey’s multiple comparisons. (D and E) Representative histograms and replicate measurements of cD44 expression by cD45.1+ tresp cells incubated with indi-
cated suppressor cell populations. (F and G) Representative flow cytometry and replicate measurements of the expression of the indicated proteins by intratumoral treg 
cells and cD4+ tconv cells isolated at day 16 after implantation of B16- F10 tumors in Foxp3egFP- DtR mice treated with PBS or Dtx. Data are representative of more than three 
independently repeated experiments, n > 7 per group. ****P < 0.0001; ns, not significant; one- way anoVa Kruskal- Wallis, Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. error bars 
show Sem.
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Fig. 3. Treg cell depletion promotes the expansion of tumor- infiltrating CCR8+ Tconv cells. (A) umaP of scRna- Seq analysis of tcRβ+ cells isolated at day 16 after im-
plantation of B16- F10 tumors in Foxp3egFP- DtR mice treated with PBS or Dtx on days 7, 9, 11, and 13. (B) Density plots showing change in distribution of cells within tumors 
of treg cell–replete (PBS) and treg cell–depleted (Dtx) animals. (C) Relative frequency of cells within each cluster normalized to their average ratio among PBS animals. n = 3 
biological replicates per group. (D) average enrichment of expression of the genes in cluster D from Fig. 1c across scRna- Seq clusters (n = 3, unpaired two- tailed Student’s 
t test, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). (E) heatmap showing the expression of differentially up- regulated genes in each cluster identified. (F) umaP plots showing expression of 
indicated genes within t cells of tumors from tumor- bearing PBS-  or Dtx- treated Foxp3egFP- DtR animals. (G) Representative flow cytometry and (H) replicate measurements 
of total counts (top) and the frequency (bottom) of ccR8+ cells among cD4+ tconv cells from spleens, dlns, and tumors of B16- F10 tumor–bearing Foxp3egFP- DtR mice 
treated with PBS or Dtx. Data are representative of three independently repeated experiments (g and h). numbers in gates show percentages. n > 10, one- way anoVa 
Kruskal- Wallis, Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001. error bars show Sem.
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profiles of Tconv cells from Treg cell–depleted animals. This revealed 
that cluster 0 (present at a ~3:1 ratio in the DTx treatment condi-
tion) was most enriched in genes specifically up- regulated by CD4+ 
Tconv cells upon DTx treatment (Fig. 3D). To define surface markers 
that would enable isolation of cells of cluster 0, we performed an 
analysis of uniquely enriched up- regulated transcripts within each 
cluster. This analysis revealed that cluster 0 cells express transcripts 
associated with T cell activation but that are also highly expressed by 
Treg cells, including Il2ra, Tigit, and Tnfrsf4 (Fig. 3E and data file S3). 
Strikingly, Ccr8 mRNA expression was also up- regulated in cluster 0 
cells upon depletion of Treg cells, which was notable because we and 
others have shown that the encoded protein chemokine (C- C motif) 
receptor 8 (CCR8) marks highly suppressive Treg cells under steady- 
state conditions within both murine and human tumors (40–44). A 
focused analysis of the CD4+ T cells in cluster 0 revealed a subpopu-
lation of cells (subcluster 5) enriched in expression of transcripts 
encoding proteins associated with T helper 2 (TH2) differentiation, 
including Ccr8, Gata3, Maf, and Il10, and suppressive/coinhibitory 
function, including Pdcd1, Tigit, Il10, and Lag3 (fig. S4 and data file 
S4). Accordingly, an analysis of the distribution of cells expressing 
Ccr8, Il2ra, Tigit, and Tnfrsf4 revealed that whereas in Treg cell–re-
plete animals these markers are largely expressed by intratumoral 
Foxp3EGFP+ Treg cells, they were up- regulated by a subset of Foxp3EG-

FP− CD4+ Tconv cells upon Treg cell depletion (Fig. 3F and fig. S5).
We therefore analyzed the expression of CCR8 on the surface of 

Treg and Tconv cells in tumors and lymphatics of Foxp3EGFP- DTR ani-
mals treated with PBS or DTx (Fig. 3, G and H). We found that Treg 
cell depletion increased the absolute number of CCR8+ Tconv cells 
within all tissues analyzed, including tumors, draining lymph nodes 
(dLNs), and spleen, whereas the relative frequency of CCR8+ cells 
among total CD4+ Foxp3EGFP− Tconv cells was increased within the 
spleens of Treg cell–depleted animals, but not within dLN and tu-
mors because of the absolute expansion of other CD4+ Foxp3EGFP− 
Tconv cell subsets in these tissues upon Treg cell depletion.

CCR8 expression marks highly suppressive Tconv cells 
within tumors
To better understand the identity of CCR8+ Tconv cells, we purified 
CCR8+ and CCR8− CD4+ Tconv cells by FACS from B16- F10 tumors 
of DTx- treated Foxp3EGFP- DTR mice and subjected them to bulk 
RNA- Seq. CCR8+ Tconv cells were enriched in transcripts encoding 
molecules associated with both T cell activation such as Tnfrsf9 (en-
coding 4- 1BB) and Treg cell–suppressive function, including Il2ra, 
Areg, and Il10 (Fig. 4A and data file S5). CCR8+ Tconv cells were not 
enriched in transcripts associated with suppressive type 1 regulatory 
T cells (Tr1) such as Eomes, Gzmk, Itga2 (encoding CD49b), Ccr5, or 
Cd226, suggesting that they are distinct from Tr1 cells. Gene set en-
richment analysis (GSEA) of global gene expression differences be-
tween CCR8+ and CCR8− Tconv cells revealed a negative enrichment 
of genes up- regulated in Foxp3− Tconv cells versus Foxp3+ Treg cells 
among CCR8+ Tconv cells compared with CCR8− Tconv cells (Fig. 4B). 
Consistently, we observed that global differences in gene expression 
between CCR8+ and CCR8− Tconv cells were positively correlated 
with global differences in gene expression between intratumoral Treg 
and Tconv cells (Fig. 4C), further suggesting that CCR8 expression 
marks Foxp3− Tconv cells enriched with a Treg cell–like transcription-
al profile.

We compared the phenotype of CCR8− and CCR8+ CD4+ Tconv 
cells from the tumors of mice whose Treg cells had been depleted by 

DTx with that of Treg cells. Like Treg cells, we found that CCR8+ 
CD4+ Tconv cells expressed high levels of CD25, OX40, GITR, TIGIT, 
and LAG- 3 compared with CCR8− CD4+ Tconv cells (Fig. 4, D and 
E). CCR8+ Tconv cells also expressed increased levels of the transcrip-
tion factor GATA3, suggesting that they have a TH2- like differentia-
tion state. To test whether CCR8+ cells that accumulate within 
intratumoral Tconv cell populations after Treg cell ablation have in-
creased suppressive activity, we separately sorted CCR8+ and CCR8− 
Foxp3EGFP− Tconv cells from the tumors of DTx- treated Foxp3EGFP- DTR 
mice and assessed their ability to suppress naïve Tconv cell prolifera-
tion in vitro. Notably, suppressive function was enriched within the 
CCR8+ Tconv cell fraction, which was more capable of restricting 
proliferation of responder cells compared with the CCR8− Tconv cell 
fraction (Fig. 4, F and G). Together, these results suggest that CCR8 
expression marks a subset of highly activated and suppressive Tconv 
cells, which accumulate systemically and within tumors upon Treg 
cell depletion.

CD4+ FOXP3− CCR8+ Tconv cells are found within tumors of 
NSCLC patients
To determine whether CCR8+ FOXP3− Tconv cells are enriched in 
human tumors, we analyzed CD4+ T cells from 48 patients with 
non–small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) by flow cytometry (fig. S6). 
Similar to our observations in mouse, CCR8+ FOXP3− Tconv cells 
expressed high levels of CD25 and were enriched in tumor tissue 
compared with healthy adjacent tissue and blood from the same pa-
tients (Fig. 5, A and B). The frequency of CCR8+ CD25+ FOXP3− 
Tconv cells was inversely correlated with the frequency of cytotoxic 
CD8+ T cells within tumors (Fig. 5C). They also coexpressed the 
inhibitory receptors PD- 1, TIGIT, and TIM- 3 (Fig.  5, D and E). 
CD4+ FOXP3− CCR8+ T cells displayed increased expression of the 
tissue residency marker CXCR6 and costimulatory receptor CD27 
compared with CCR8− cells, and their phenotype was largely over-
lapping with that of FOXP3+ Treg cells (Fig.  5, E and F). CD4+ 
FOXP3− CCR8+ T cells lacked expression of EOMES and granzyme 
K, providing further evidence that this cell type is distinct from Tr1 
cells (Fig. 5E). The presence of CCR8+ FOXP3− Tconv cells in human 
tumors under steady- state conditions and without Treg cell depletion 
is consistent with our observations within murine tumors (Fig. 3H), 
which contain a population of CCR8+ CD4+ Tconv cells under basal 
conditions that undergo numeric expansion upon Treg cell ablation.

IL- 10–dependent immunosuppression by Tconv cells limits 
efficacy of Treg cell depletion
We sought to understand how intratumoral CD4+ Tconv cells exert 
their suppressive function. Informed by the results of our transcrip-
tional analyses, we screened for the involvement of candidate sup-
pressive mechanisms by which Tconv cells from Treg cell–depleted 
animals suppress T cell activation and proliferation in  vitro. We 
tested whether blocking antibodies directed against CD25, CTLA- 4, 
IL- 10R, and CCR8; neutralizing antibodies specific for transform-
ing growth factor–β (TGF- β); or pharmacological inhibition of ste-
roid biosynthesis preferentially produced by TH2 cells using 
aminoglutethimide (AG) (45) is able to reverse the suppressive ac-
tivity of intratumoral Tconv cells from Treg cell–depleted animals. Al-
though the proliferation of naïve CD4+ T cells was suppressed by 
Foxp3− Tconv cells, differences induced by the presence of suppres-
sive Foxp3− Tconv cells were abolished upon treatment of cells with 
anti–IL- 10R blocking antibodies (Fig. 6, A and B).
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Fig. 4. CCR8 marks highly suppressive Tconv cells. (A) heatmap showing the relative expression of differentially expressed genes between intratumoral ccR8+ and 
ccR8− cD4+ tconv cells (q < 0.05; |Fc| > 3) isolated from tumors of B16- F10–bearing Foxp3egFP- DtR animals treated with Dtx at days 7, 9, 11, and 13 after tumor implantation. 
Data are from four biological replicates isolated on the same day. (B) gSea demonstrating a negative enrichment of genes up- regulated in Foxp3− tconv cells versus Foxp3+ 
treg cells among ccR8+ tconv cells compared with ccR8− tconv cells isolated from tumors of Dtx- treated Foxp3egFP- DtR mice. (C) Scatterplot comparing global changes in 
gene expression between intratumoral treg and tconv cells with transcriptional differences between ccR8+ and ccR8− cD4+ tconv cells. (D) Representative flow cytometry 
and (E) replicate measurements of the expression of the indicated proteins by intratumoral treg cells, and ccR8+ and ccR8− cD4+ tconv cells from tumors of B16- F10 tu-
mor–bearing Foxp3egFP- DtR mice treated with PBS or Dtx. Data are representative of three independently repeated experiments. n > 4, one- way anoVa Kruskal- Wallis, 
Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001. (F) Representative histograms and (G) replicate measurements of proliferation dye 
dilution by tresp cells (naïve cD45.1+ cD4+ tconv cells) incubated with intratumoral cD45.2+ tcRβ+ cD4+ gFP− ccR8− or cD45.2+ tcRβ+ cD4+ gFP− ccR8+ tconv cells iso-
lated at day 16 after implantation of B16- F10 tumors in Foxp3egFP- DtR mice administered with Dtx. Suppressor cells were incubated with responders at a ratio of 1:8, with 
1.25 × 104 suppressor cD4+ tconv cells cocultured with 1 × 105 tresp cells in the presence of 5 × 104 aPcs. cell proliferation of tresp cells was analyzed after 4 days. Data are 
representative of two independently repeated experiments. n > 3, ordinary one- way anoVa, tukey’s multiple comparisons. *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001. error 
bars show Sem.
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Fig. 5. CCR8+ Tconv cells expressing high levels of CD25 are found within the tumors of patients with NSCLC. (A) ccR8 and cD25 expression among FoXP3− cD4+ t 
cells within representative samples from patients with nSclc (n = 48). (B) Frequency of FoXP3− ccR8+ cD25bright cells among cD4+ t cells from the indicated patients’ 
samples. lines indicate paired samples. (C) correlation of the frequency of cD8+ t cells (of cD3+ t cells) with FoXP3− ccR8+ cD25bright cells (of cD4+ t cells) in tumors from 
patient samples. (D) umaP analysis of concatenated cD4+ FoXP3− tconv cells (left). colors depict cell clusters identified by Phenograph (k = 500). Separate umaP plots of 
relative marker expression by concatenated cD4+ t cells from tumors (right). (E) Representative frequency and (F) replicate measurements of indicated markers from 
patient samples. Box plots show median and interquartile range (iQR). Bars indicate SD. Dots depict values of a single tumor sample. **P  <  0.01, ***P  <  0.001, 
****P < 0.0001; two- tailed mann- Whitney U test.
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Fig. 6. IL- 10 production by CD4+ Tconv cells limits antitumor immunity upon Treg cell depletion. (A) Screen to identify mechanisms of immune suppression by cD4+ 
tconv cells from tumors of treg cell–depleted animals. Proliferation of ctV- labeled naïve splenic cD4+ tresp cells cultured alone or at a ratio of 8:1 with cD4+ Foxp3egFP− tconv 
suppressor cells (tsupp) isolated at day 16 from B16- F10 tumors of Dtx- treated Foxp3egFP- DtR animals. cells were cultured alone (gray) or with suppressors (purple) along with 
the indicated reagents. cD45.2+ gFP− tconv suppressor cells were cocultured with 1.25 × 104 suppressor cD4+ tconv cells in the presence of 5.0 × 104 aPcs. Data are repre-
sentative of two independently repeated experiments. n > 3. P values show significance of difference between no suppressor and suppressor (Student’s t test with 
Bonferroni correction). (B) Representative frequency of dividing tresp cells incubated with tumor cD4+ gFP− tconv cells in the presence of anti–il- 10R antibodies or vehicle. 
tresp cells without tumor tconv cells were used as a control. (C) co- correlation between the expression of indicated genes within single- cell gene expression profiles of t cells 
from tumors of PBS-  or Dtx- treated B16 tumor–bearing Foxp3egFP- DtR animals. Pearson correlation coefficient values are indicated by color scale, and genes are hierarchi-
cally clustered to identify clusters of coexpressed transcripts within t cell populations. scRna- Seq data are representative of three biological replicates per group. 
(D) measurement of Ccr8 and Il10 mRna expression within ccR8− and ccR8+ tconv cells from PBS-  and Dtx- treated animals. Data are representative of three or four bio-
logical replicates per group. ordinary one- way anoVa, tukey’s multiple comparisons. (E) tumor area of heterotopic B16- F10 melanoma tumors at indicated time points 
after implantation into Il10flox/flox Cd4cre Foxp3egFP- DtR or Il10+/+ Cd4cre Foxp3egFP- DtR control mice administered with Dtx or PBS from days 10 to 16 after implantation. Data 
are representative of two independently repeated experiments. n > 7, ordinary one- way anoVa, tukey’s multiple comparisons. (F) Representative histograms (top) and 
replicate measurements (bottom) of the frequency of cD8+ cD44+ t cells and Foxp3− cD4+ cD44+ tconv cells from tumors of animals within indicated treatment groups. 
(G) Representative frequency and (H) replicate measurements of the frequency (top) and total counts (bottom) of cD8+ iFn- γ+ tnF+ t cells within tumors. Data are repre-
sentative of two independently repeated experiments. n > 4, one- way anoVa, Kruskal- Wallis, Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001, 
****P < 0.0001. error bars show Sem.
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Given these observations, we asked whether CCR8+ Tconv cells are 
primary producers of Il10 mRNA upon depletion of Treg cells. We 
first examined whether the expression of Il10 mRNA is co- correlated 
with the expression of Ccr8 mRNA, and therefore coexpressed within 
the same cells, using scRNA- Seq of T cells from tumors of Treg cell–
replete and Treg cell–depleted animals. Because IL- 10 is known to be 
produced by CD4+ TR1 cells that express LAG- 3 and CD49b (46–49), 
Eomes+ CD4+ Tconv cells (50–52), exhausted CD8+ T cells that ex-
press PD- 1 (53), and CD4+ TH2 cells that express GATA3, IL- 4, and 
IL- 13 (54, 55), we included the genes encoding these and other 
markers in our co- correlation analysis. We found that under steady- 
state (Treg cell–replete) conditions, Il10 formed a predominant co- 
correlation cluster with Cd8a, Pdcd1, Ifng, Tnf, and Eomes but also a 
smaller cluster containing Gata3 and Foxp3, suggesting that CD8+ T 
cells in differential states of exhaustion and TH2- like Treg cells are a 
predominant source of IL- 10 (Fig. 6C). However, we found that Treg 
cell depletion resulted in a striking change in the co- correlation re-
lationship of Il10 mRNA with the other genes examined, forming a 
predominant cluster of co- correlated genes containing Cd4, Ccr8, 
Il13, Il14, and Gata3. These results suggested that upon Treg cell abla-
tion, the source of Il10 shifts to the previously identified CD4+ 
CCR8+ Tconv cell subset with TH2- like characteristics and that CD4+ 
CCR8+ Tconv cells undergo activation into Il10-  expressing cells. To 
confirm this, we sorted CCR8− and CCR8+ Tconv cells from tumors of 
Treg cell–replete and Treg cell–depleted animals and subjected them to 
quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT- 
PCR). We found that Il10 mRNA expression was enriched among 
CCR8+ Tconv cells from Treg cell–depleted animals compared with 
both CCR8− cells from Treg cell–depleted animals and CCR8+ or 
CCR8− cells from Treg cell–replete animals (Fig. 6D). These findings 
supported the hypothesis that CCR8+ Tconv cells become a major 
source of T cell–expressed IL- 10 upon Treg cell depletion.

We therefore asked whether induction of IL- 10–dependent sup-
pressive activity among Foxp3− Tconv cells limits efficacy of Treg cell 
depletion in vivo. We had observed that Treg cell depletion was inef-
fective at reducing growth of established B16 tumors, whereas Treg 
cell depletion during early disease delayed tumor growth but was 
ineffective at inducing complete responses (Fig. 1A). To test wheth-
er IL- 10 production by Tconv cells is responsible for resistance to 
Treg cell–depleting therapy in vivo, we generated Il10flox/flox Cd4Cre 
Foxp3EGFP- DTR (conditionally IL- 10–deficient) and littermate Cd4Cre 
Foxp3EGFP- DTR (IL- 10–proficient) mice. This allowed us to examine 
the effect of Treg cell depletion in animals whose remaining T cells 
can or cannot produce IL- 10. IL- 10 ablation has been shown to 
promote tumor growth under steady- state conditions (56, 57). We 
subcutaneously implanted B16- F10 cells into Il10flox/flox Cd4Cre 
Foxp3EGFP- DTR and littermate Cd4Cre Foxp3EGFP- DTR control animals 
and selected animals with tumors of similar size (range, 12 to 64 mm2) 
at day 10 after tumor implantation for randomization to treatment 
groups (PBS or DTx). We found that conditional deletion of IL- 10 
within T cells resulted in loss of resistance to Treg cell depletion, as 
indicated by reduced tumor growth when Treg cells were ablated in 
animals lacking T cell–restricted IL- 10 expression, but not when 
either condition was present alone (Fig. 6E). There was also an in-
crease in expression of the activation marker CD44 on CD4+ Tconv 
cells and CD8+ T cells from animals bearing a conditional deletion 
of Il10 and whose Treg cells had been ablated (Fig. 6F). Treg cell abla-
tion in animals bearing a conditional deletion of Il10 within T cells 

was associated with increased frequencies of CD8+ T cells and CD4+ 
Tconv cells expressing the cytokines interferon- γ (IFN- γ) and tumor 
necrosis factor (TNF) (Fig. 6, G and H). These results demonstrate a 
critical role for T cell–produced IL- 10 in resistance to Treg cell 
depletion.

Blockade of IL- 10 signaling synergizes with Treg cell 
depletion to induce robust antitumor immune responses
We next asked whether blockade of IL- 10R using anti–IL- 10R anti-
bodies reverses resistance to Treg cell–depleting therapy in vivo. We 
found that late Treg cell depletion or IL- 10R blockade alone failed to 
drive reduction in tumor growth, whereas their combination resulted 
in tumor regression (Fig. 7A). Moreover, IL- 10 blockade synergized 
with early Treg cell ablation to induce complete responses in a pro-
portion of animals receiving combined therapy (fig. S7). We found 
that IL- 10R blockade both alone and in combination with Treg cell 
depletion increased the ratio of CD8+ T cells expressing IFN- γ and 
TNF within tumors, but the absolute number of IFN- γ– and TNF- 
expressing CD8+ T cells was markedly increased upon combined 
Treg cell ablation and IL- 10R blockade, reflecting a combination of 
increased T cell infiltration and cytokine production (Fig. 7, B and 
C). Similarly, the combination of Treg cell depletion and IL- 10R 
blockade resulted in an increase in the frequency and absolute num-
ber of IFN- γ– and TNF- expressing CD4+ T cells (Fig. 7, D and E). 
These findings demonstrate that Tconv cells within tumors adopt 
IL- 10–dependent suppressive activity upon therapeutic elimination 
of Treg cells, contributing to treatment failure of Treg cell–depleting 
immunotherapies. The findings suggest that combined targeting of 
Treg cells and compensatory IL- 10–dependent suppression invoked 
upon their depletion may enhance therapy.

DISCUSSION
Tconv and Treg cells share components of their activation programs to 
meet similar metabolic, proliferative, and migratory requirements 
as they transition from quiescent to activated states (58–60). A sub-
stantial effort is now underway to develop therapies that specifically 
target molecules that distinguish Treg cells within tumors from their 
Tconv cell counterparts. These efforts have been informed by com-
parative analyses of the molecular profiles of Treg cells and Tconv cells 
within tumors under steady- state conditions (61, 62). We compared 
the transcriptional profiles of Treg cells with Tconv cells not only un-
der steady- state conditions but also upon immune activation pro-
voked by experimental Treg cell ablation. This analysis revealed that 
Tconv cells adopt a highly similar transcriptional profile to Treg cells 
upon Treg cell depletion. The extent of this reprogramming goes be-
yond what would be expected as a result of the shared properties of 
Treg and Tconv cell core lymphocyte activation programs and reveals 
that Tconv cells take on compensatory suppressive function when Treg 
cells are eliminated. Acquisition of a Treg cell–like transcriptional 
profile by Tconv cells upon Treg cell ablation suggests that in practice 
there are very few molecules whose targeting will enable highly spe-
cific depletion of Treg cells within tumors. Nevertheless, a small clus-
ter of genes was identified in our analyses, which has an expression 
profile limited to Treg cells compared with Tconv cells, under both 
steady- state conditions and upon Treg cell depletion. Although this 
cluster of genes may contain targets for specific depletion of Treg cells 
within tumors, a question raised by this study is whether specific 
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depletion of Treg cells is desirable rather than the targeting of mole-
cules shared by Treg cells and cells with compensatory suppressive 
function induced upon Treg cell depletion.

It is known that CCR8 marks highly suppressive Treg cells found 
in both mouse and human tumors (40–44, 63). There is major inter-
est in the development of therapies that deplete CCR8+ Treg cells 
within tumors. Given our observation that 2CCR8 also marks Tconv 
cells whose suppressive function is induced upon experimental Treg 
cell ablation in vivo, it is reasonable to postulate that depletion of 
CCR8- expressing cells is a superior approach to Treg cell depletion 
using other Treg cell–expressed markers for induction of antitumor 
immunity, because CCR8- depleting therapies would target both Treg 
cells and suppressive Tconv cells for destruction. It will be important 
to consider effects of CCR8- depleting therapies on both Treg cells 
and CCR8+ Tconv cells within tumors, both in preclinical investiga-
tions (42, 63), and whether robust intratumoral depletion of CCR8+ 
cells in the human clinical context is achieved. Alternatively, our 
data suggest that combining Treg cell–targeted immunotherapies 
with blockade of IL- 10 signaling will overcome compensatory sup-
pression by Tconv cells.

It is interesting that the CCR8+ Tconv cell subset observed in hu-
man tumors did not phenotypically overlap with previously de-
scribed Tr1 cells within tumors. Suppressive Tr1 cells have been 
characterized in several human tumors including head and neck 

squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) (64), colorectal cancer (52, 65), 
hepatocellular carcinoma (49), Hodgkin’s lymphoma (66), meta-
static melanoma (67), and non–small cell lung cancer (52), and 
their presence is often associated with tumor progression. The sup-
pressive subset of CCR8+ Tconv cells we observe does not express 
EOMES or granzyme K, markers previously reported to be indica-
tive of Tr1 cells. Recent studies have described a contribution of 
tumor- infiltrating follicular helper T (TFH) cells and follicular regu-
latory T (TFR) cells to antitumor immunity (68, 69). However, 
CXCR5 was not expressed by CCR8+ Tconv cells, suggesting their 
distinction from TFH cells. We did, however, observe high levels of 
GATA3 and Il10 expression among CCR8+ Tconv cells, suggesting 
that they represent a TH2- like subset expressing high levels of mark-
ers associated with T cell activation, including CD25, which ex-
pands systemically and within tumors upon Treg cell depletion. Prior 
works are consistent with these data, showing systemic expansion of 
TH2 cells expressing either GATA3 or TH2 cytokines upon experi-
mental Treg cell ablation (70, 71) and the intratumoral presence of 
CD4+ Tconv cells expressing CCR8 (40–44, 63). We found that the 
frequency of CCR8+ CD25+ FOXP3− Tconv cells inversely correlates 
with the frequency of tumor- infiltrating CD8+ T cells, suggesting 
that they may play an inhibitory role in human tumor immunity. The 
observation that CCR8+ Tconv cells expand and undergo activation to 
express IL- 10 after depletion of Treg cells provides an explanation of 

A B
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D E

Fig. 7. Blockade of IL- 10 signaling synergizes with Treg cell depletion to drive potent antitumor immune responses. (A) tumor area of B16- F10 melanoma tumors 
at indicated time points after implantation into Foxp3egFP- DtR animals administered with the indicated combinations of Dtx and anti–il- 10R or control reagents from days 
10 to 16 after tumor implantation. Data are representative of two independently repeated experiments. n > 10, ordinary one- way anoVa, tukey’s multiple comparisons. 
*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. (B) Representative frequency and (C) replicate measurements of the frequency and total counts of cD8+ iFn- γ+ tnF+ t cells from tumors. n > 3, 
one- way anoVa, Kruskal- Wallis, Dunn’s multiple comparisons test, *P < 0.05. (D) Representative frequency and (E) replicate measurements of the frequency and total 
counts of Foxp3− cD4+ iFn- γ+ tnF+ t cells from tumors. Data are from more than two independent biological replicates. n > 3, Kruskal- Wallis, Dunn’s multiple comparisons 
test. *P < 0.05. error bars show Sem.
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how bulk Tconv cells from tumors of Treg cell–depleted animals ac-
quire IL- 10–dependent suppressive function despite lack of a change 
in the relative frequency of CCR8+ cells within the tumor CD4+ 
Tconv cell compartment. Although our preclinical data from mouse 
models suggest that CCR8+ Tconv cells expand numerically within 
tumors upon experimental Treg cell ablation, this is difficult to for-
mally assess in humans because of the lack of specific markers that 
are differentially expressed in comparison with FOXP3+ Treg cells, 
enabling their isolation ex vivo, and of clinically approved Treg cell–
depleting therapies in widespread use. However, a number of Treg 
cell–targeted therapies are under development, and it will be an im-
portant topic of future investigation to determine their effect upon 
CCR8+ Tconv cells in humans. It will also be important to better define 
how CCR8+ Tconv cells contribute to immune regulation in other con-
texts including infection and inflammation, because clones of Foxp3− 
CD4+ T cells co- expressing CCR8, CD25, and IL- 10 have previously 
been described in mice with experimental pulmonary granulomata 
(72), whereas CD4+ Tconv cells expressing CCR8 are observed upon 
experimental allergic lung inflammation in mice (73) and infiltrating 
human skin (74).

Our findings show that in the context of Treg cell–depleting im-
munotherapies, IL- 10 production by Tconv cells represents a second-
ary layer of immunosuppression responsible for immunotherapy 
resistance. It is important that this immunosuppressive function of 
IL- 10 in limiting the efficacy of Treg cell–targeted therapies is appre-
ciated, because in other contexts, IL- 10 has been shown to have im-
munostimulatory activity both in preclinical models and in clinical 
trials (75–77). Our findings suggest that IL- 10 blocking antibodies 
may be used as a synergistic therapy with Treg cell–targeted immu-
notherapies to improve patient outcomes.

Preclinical studies suggest that Treg cell depletion can reinvigo-
rate Tconv cell responses; however, clinical trials of Treg cell–deplet-
ing therapies have thus far been met with limited clinical efficacy 
(35, 78). Although our analysis of human tumor- infiltrating Foxp3− 
Tconv cells revealed a fraction of CCR8+ Tconv cells under steady- state 
conditions, it will be valuable to examine whether such cells are ex-
panded upon immunotherapy with either novel Treg cell–depleting 
therapies or anti–CTLA- 4 therapy, the therapeutic efficacy of which 
is postulated to in part depend on depletion or blockade of the sup-
pressive function of Treg cells (79, 80) and in the context of non–Treg 
cell–targeted immunotherapy approaches. The prognostic relevance 
of such cells in determining the outcome of immunotherapy re-
sponses will reveal insights into their broader contribution to im-
munotherapy resistance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design
The objective of this study was to understand how Treg cell depletion 
affects the function and immunoregulatory capacity of the T cell lin-
eage in the context of tumor immunity. We used the well- established 
Foxp3EGFP- DTR mouse to experimentally deplete Treg cells in mice 
with syngeneic B16- F10 melanoma heterotopic tumors. We exam-
ined the consequences of Treg cell depletion for tumor progression, 
as measured by blinded serial caliper measurements and tumor im-
munity, as assessed by scRNA- Seq and flow cytometry. We found 
that Tconv cells acquire Treg cell–like suppressive functions upon de-
pletion of Treg cells. Using transcriptional profiling and in vitro sup-
pression assays to better understand the nature of this suppressive 

activity, we found that suppressive function was enriched among a 
TH2- like Tconv cell subset marked by expression of CCR8. Moreover, 
using antibody blockade and conditional Il10 deletion experiments, 
we found that the suppressive activity induced upon Treg cell deple-
tion was dependent upon IL- 10. The sample size for each experi-
ment is specified in the figure legends. The number of independent 
experiments performed is stated in the figure legends. Age-  and sex- 
matched mice were randomly assigned to each group.

Mice
Foxp3EGFP- DTR mice were originally described by Kim et al. (36). 
Foxp3IRES- EGFP, Ptprca (CD45.1), and Rag2−/− mice were obtained 
from the Jackson Laboratory. Il10flox/flox and Cd4Cre mice (81) were 
obtained from J. Langhorne (Francis Crick Institute) and crossed 
with Foxp3EGFP- DTR mice to generate Il10flox/flox Cd4Cre Foxp3EGFP- 

DTR animals. Experiments were performed using 8-  to 14- week- old 
mice, with age-  and sex- matched experimental and control groups. 
Mice were housed at the University of Cambridge University Bio-
medical Services (UBS) Gurdon Institute Facility and Babraham 
Institute Biological Services Unit (BSU). Experiments were con-
ducted in accordance with UK Home Office guidelines and were ap-
proved by the University of Cambridge Animal Welfare and Ethics 
Review Board or by the Babraham Research Campus Animal Wel-
fare and Ethics Review Board.

Human primary tissues
Primary tumors and adjacent healthy tissue were acquired from 48 
patients with NSCLC. Patients gave consent to be included in the 
study, which was approved by the institutional review board of Hu-
manitas Research Hospital (protocol no. 2578). Patients did not re-
ceive chemotherapy, radiotherapy, or palliative surgery before samples 
were obtained. Samples were processed using the gentleMACS Dis-
sociator (Miltenyi Biotec) into single- cell suspensions as previously 
described (82), resuspended in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) with 10% 
fetal bovine serum (FBS), and stored in liquid nitrogen.

High- dimensional flow cytometry analysis of human 
samples and computational processing of flow 
cytometric data
Samples were prepared for flow cytometry as previously described 
(82). Panels were developed according to an established protocol 
(83). Briefly, Flow Cytometry Standard (FCS) 3.0 files were analyzed 
by standard gating in FlowJo version 9 to remove dead cells and cell 
aggregates and identify CD4+ FOXP3− T cells. Five thousand CD4+ 
FOXP3− T cells per tumor sample (n = 48) were subsequently im-
ported into FlowJo (version 10), biexponentially transformed, and 
exported to be analyzed by a custom- made publicly available pipe-
line of PhenoGraph (https://github.com/luglilab/Cytophenograph). 
A representative gating strategy is shown in fig. S6. All samples were 
converted into comma separated value (CSV) files and concatenated 
in a single matrix by using the merge function of pandas package. 
The K value, indicating the number of nearest neighbors identified 
in the first iteration of the algorithm, was set at 500. UMAP was 
obtained by UMAP Python package.

Tumor challenge and treatment
Mice were injected subcutaneously in the left flank with 1.25 × 105 
B16- F10 melanoma cells (American Type Culture Collection). Tu-
mors were measured at serial time points after implantation using 
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digital calipers, and tumor area was calculated as the product of tu-
mor length and perpendicular width. Tumor measurements were 
completed by an independent investigator who was not aware of 
treatment groups or genotypes. For late DTx treatment experiments, 
mice with tumors between 12 and 64 mm2 at day 10 were selected 
and randomized into treatment groups to reduce experimental 
variability. Mice were injected intraperitoneally starting at the indi-
cated time point with 1 μg of DTx every other day for a total of four 
injections and/or 250 μg of anti–IL- 10R (clone 1B1.3A; BioXCell) 
daily for a total of 10 days. DTx from Corynebacterium diphtheriae 
(Sigma- Aldrich) was obtained in lyophilized powder form and re-
constituted in sterile double- distilled water according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions.

Suppression assays
The suppressive capacity of tumor Tconv cells and Treg cells was mea-
sured in vitro as previously described (84). Briefly, CD45.2+ TCRβ+ 
CD4+ GFP+ Treg cells or CD45.2+ TCRβ+ CD4+ GFP− Tconv cells 
were isolated from B16- F10 tumors of Foxp3EGFP- DTR mice treated 
with PBS or DTx using florescence- activated cell sorting (FACS) 
16 days after implantation and used as suppressor cells. A represen-
tative gating strategy is shown in fig.  S2. Naïve CD4+ Tconv cells 
(CD25− CD44− CD62L+) were purified from the spleens of wild- 
type CD45.1 mice by FACS and stained with CellTrace Violet (CTV) 
according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 
and used as responder T (Tresp) cells. In total, 2.5 × 104 or 1.25 × 104 
(as indicated) suppressor CD4+ Treg cells or Tconv cells were cocultured 
with 1 × 105 naïve Tresp cells in the presence of anti- CD3 (BioLegend, 
1 μg/ml) and 5.0 × 104 Rag2−/− antigen- presenting cells (APCs). 
Tresp cells cultured in the presence of anti- CD3 and APCs but with-
out tumor Treg cells or Tconv cells were used as a control. Cell division 
was evaluated by flow cytometry after 4 days of culture. For the screen, 
cells were cultured alone (gray) or with suppressors (purple) and 
with aminoglutethimide (AG) at a final concentration of 125 μM or 
with other indicated reagents at a final concentration of 10 μg/ml.

Flow cytometry of murine samples
Tumor samples were digested using collagenase and deoxyribonu-
clease for 30 min at 37°C. Percoll was used to isolate lymphocytes 
from tumors. Tumors and spleens were mechanically dissociated 
over a 40- μm cell strainer. Red blood cells were lysed using ACK 
Lysing Buffer (Gibco). Cells were stained with the Fixable Viability 
Dye eFluor 780 (Thermo Fisher Scientific), Viakrome 808 (Beck-
man Coulter), or DAPI (4′,6- diamidino- 2- phenylindole) (Sigma) to 
discriminate between live and dead cells and then incubated with Fc 
block (BioXCell, 2.4G2) and combinations of the following surface 
antibodies for 30 min on ice: anti- TCRβ FITC (fluorescein isothio-
cyanate) (H57- 597), anti- CD8 BV605 (53- 6.7), anti–TIM- 3 BV421 
(RMT3- 23), anti- CCR8 BV421 (SA214G2), anti- OX40 BV711 (OX- 
86), anti- TIGIT PE (phycoerythrin) (4D4/mTIGIT), anti- ICOS 
BV750 (C398.4A), anti–LAG- 3 BV785 (C9B7W), and anti- CD3ε 
Spark Blue 550 (17A2) from BioLegend; anti- CD25 PE- Cyanine7 
(PC61.5), anti- CD44 PerCP- Cyanine5.5 (IM7), anti- CD45.1 APC 
(A20), and anti- CD4 PE- Cy7 (RM4- 5) from eBioscience; and 
anti- GITR BUV805 (DTA- 1) and anti- CD4 BUV395 or BUV496 
(GK1.5) from BD Biosciences. Cells were stimulated with phorbol 
12- myristate 13- acetate (PMA) and ionomycin and blocked with 
brefeldin A (BFA) for 4 hours in RPMI 1640 complete medium. The 
intracellular antibodies anti- Foxp3 APC (FJK- 16S), anti–IFN- γ 

PerCPCy5.5 (XMG1.2), and anti- GATA3 PE- eFluor610 (TWAJ) 
were purchased from eBioscience, and anti–CTLA- 4 BV605 (UC10- 
4B9) and anti- TNF PE- Cy7 (MP6- XT22) were purchased from Bio-
Legend and used with the eBioscience Foxp3/Transcription Factor 
Staining Buffer Set (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific) according 
to the manufacturer’s protocol. For determination of CCR8 expres-
sion by Foxp3− Tconv cells, cells from tumor- bearing Foxp3EGFP- DTR 
animals were surface- stained and analyzed unfixed using flow cy-
tometry, with EGFP expression used to discriminate Treg cells and 
Tconv cells. Samples were analyzed using BD Fortessa, Beckman 
Coulter CytoFLEX, and Cytek Aurora analyzers. After analysis, data 
were analyzed using FlowJo software (Tree Star Inc.).

scRNA sequencing and analysis
Single- cell suspensions of T cells were purified by total pan- T cell 
enrichment (Invitrogen/Thermo Fisher Scientific), and live TCRβ+ 
cells were sorted from B16 tumors by FACS 16 days after implanta-
tion. RNA libraries were prepared for scRNA- Seq using the Chro-
mium Single Cell 5′ Library & Gel Bead Kit v2 (10x Genomics), 
processed with Chromium (10x Genomics), and sequenced using 
the HiSeq 4000 System (Illumina). Raw 10x sequencing data were 
processed as previously described and mapped to mm10. We con-
firmed that cells were sequenced to saturation. Data were merged 
with cell ranger aggr (cellranger- v5.0.0). Merged data were trans-
ferred to the R statistical environment for analysis primarily using 
the package Seurat (v3.2.2) in R v4.0.3. The analysis included only 
cells expressing between 200 and 2500 genes, <5% mitochondrial- 
associated transcripts, and genes expressed in at least three cells. 
The data were then log- normalized and scaled per cell, and variable 
genes were detected using the FindVariableFeatures function in 
Seurat, as per default settings, using 2000 features and further pro-
cessed as per the ScaleData function. Principal components analysis 
(PCA) was run on the variable genes, and the first six principal com-
ponents (PCs) were selected for further analyses, based on the SD of 
the PCs, as determined by an “elbow plot” in Seurat. Cells were clus-
tered using the FindClusters function in Seurat with default settings, 
resolution = 0.5, and six PCs. UMAP was calculated using six PCs 
(RunUMAP function). For broadly defining the transcriptional fea-
tures of each cluster, the FindAllMarkers function (only.pos = FALSE, 
min.pct = 0.1, thresh.use = 0.2, test.use = “MAST”) was used, and 
the associated heatmap was generated using the DoHeatmap func-
tion using the most uniquely enriched transcripts identified per clus-
ter as defined by FindAllMarkers. The transcriptomic score of a 
particular cluster was calculated using the AddModuleScore func-
tion with default settings. Further visualizations of exported normal-
ized data were generated using the Seurat RidgePlot functions and 
custom R scripts.

RNA sequencing and analysis
Single- cell suspensions were purified by FACS (as described above) 
16 days after tumor implantation and stored in 40 μl of RNAlater 
Stabilization Solution at −80°C. RNA was extracted from samples 
using the RNeasy Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen) including the optional 
QIAshredder step according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 
RNA- Seq analyses were performed using two or more biological 
replicates. RNA- Seq was performed and analyzed as described 
previously (59). RNA libraries were prepared using the Clontech 
SMARTer Ultra Low- input RNA Kit (Takara) and sequenced on 
an Illumina HiSeq 2500 instrument using Illumina TruSeq v4.0 
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chemistry. The resulting FastQ files underwent quality control with 
FastQC, adaptor trimming with Cutadapt, and alignment to the 
NCBIM37 Mus musculus genome annotation with hisat2. Uniquely 
mapped reads were used to calculate gene expression, and FPM val-
ues normalized to total library size with intergenic read normaliza-
tion were calculated. Differential expression and statistical significance 
were calculated using the Wald test with adjustment for multiple test-
ing using the Benjamini- Hochberg method and DESeq2 (85). Dif-
ferentially expressed genes were further analyzed using R. PCA was 
performed using R plotPCA with count data transformed using vari-
ance stabilizing transformation (VST) from fitted dispersion- mean 
relationships generated using DESeq2 vst. Expression heatmaps were 
generated using FPM values normalized to row maxima using the R 
pheatmap package. Hierarchical clustering was performed using the 
Ward method. Dendrograms were cut at levels sufficient to allow 
two to five clusters to be discriminated.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism software. 
Two- tailed Student’s t tests or one- way ordinary analyses of variance 
(ANOVAs) were used unless otherwise indicated to calculate statis-
tical significance of the difference in sample means. P values of less 
than 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Statistical tests 
used are specified in the figure legends. In all figures, data represent 
the mean ± SEM or SD as indicated. P values are indicated as fol-
lows: ns  =  not significant, *P  ≤  0.05, **P  ≤  0.01, ***P  ≤  0.001, 
****P ≤ 0.0001.
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Acquisition of suppressive function by conventional T cells limits antitumor
immunity upon Treg depletion
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Sci. Immunol. 8 (90), eabo5558.  DOI: 10.1126/sciimmunol.abo5558

Editor’s Summary:
Regulatory T (Treg) cells have immunosuppressive properties, which has led to the development of Treg cell–

depleting cancer immunotherapies. Targeted Treg cell depletion has had limited clinical efficacy, and Whiteside et al.

examined the underlying mechanism of treatment failure using a mouse model of Treg cell–targeted immunotherapy.

Upon Treg cell depletion, intratumoral CD4+ Foxp3- conventional T (Tconv) cells acquired Treg cell transcriptional

characteristics and assumed immunosuppressive properties as measured ex vivo. Depletion of Treg cells caused

expansion of CCR8-expressing Tconv cells, which drove IL-10–mediated suppression of antitumor immunity.

Consequently, resistance to Treg cell depletion could be prevented through conditional deletion of Il10 in T cells or

cotreatment with antibodies that block IL-10 signaling. These findings highlight multiple layers of immunosuppression
that can be overcome to unleash cancer immunotherapy efficacy. —Christiana Fogg
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